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Carbon nanotube (CNT) forests are known to be among the darkest materials on earth. They can

absorb the entire visible range of electromagnetic wave more efficiently than any other known

black material. We have attempted controlled mechanical processing of the CNTs and,

surprisingly, observed mirror-like reflection from the processed area with 10%–15% reflectivity, a

level higher than typical reflectivity of pure forests by over two orders of magnitude, for a wide

range of the spectrum (570–1100 nm). Patterning of micro mirrors in the forest is demonstrated to

show its potential application for producing monolithically integrated reflector-absorber arrays in

the material. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4744429]

Researchers have shown the application of carbon

nanotube (CNT, both single-walled and multi-walled) forests

as a near perfect black body absorber.1–4 However, other

types of optical applications of CNT forests have also been

demonstrated. Hsieh et al.5 showed that, if the height of a

CNT forest was short enough (<500 nm), light could trans-

mit through the forest and be reflected from the substrate

underneath to produce a colorful iridescence effect. De Heer

et al.6 demonstrated that CNTs aligned on a surface are bire-

fringent, having different dielectric function along and per-

pendicular to the nanotubes’ axis. Zhao et al.7 studied the

anisotropic optical behavior of aligned single-walled CNT

forests for photonic applications. They also showed, similar

to De Heer et al.,6 that the dielectric function had different

values for light polarized along the nanotube axis and light

polarized perpendicular to the nanotube axis. Lee et al.8

investigated the reflectance spectra of aligned single-walled

CNT films and demonstrated that they had a strong aniso-

tropic behavior at a 3.1-eV photon energy. Kempa et al.9

fabricated honeycomb-structure arrays of vertically aligned

CNTs and observed strong colorful diffraction from the

nanotubes because of their high metallicity (i.e., low dielec-

tric loss). Vinten et al.10 reported visible iridescence from

the sidewalls of CNT forests due to the ripples present on the

sidewalls. Shoji et al.11 developed an optical polarizer made

of aligned single-walled CNTs. Photoluminescence of CNTs

was also demonstrated and studied.12,13 Here, we mechani-

cally manipulated vertically aligned CNTs in a forest to bend

the CNTs locally and create micro-scale regions of flattened

nanotubes. We observed a significant optical transformation

in the bent-CNT region: the black-body CNT forest became

an optically reflective mirror.

We grew multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) forests on

highly doped silicon substrates (h100in-type, resistivity

0.008-0.015 X cm) using atmospheric pressure chemical

vapor deposition (ethylene-based with iron catalyst) with a

recipe described in our earlier work.14 A typical as-grown

sample of the forest is shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) illustrates

the concept of mechanical processing of the CNT forest that

FIG. 1. (a) As-grown MWCNT forest (height > 700 lm) on a Si substrate.

(b) The concept of CNT-forest patterning by physical bending of CNTs. A

rotating tool (3000 rpm) moves in the X-Y plane (1 mm/min) as shown while

moving downwards in the Z direction in steps (1 lm/step). (c) SEM image

of a patterned structure showing bent CNTs on its surface. The arrows indi-

cate the directions of vertical and bent portions of the CNTs. (d) High reso-

lution FE-SEM image showing the alignment of CNTs along the scan

direction of the tool.

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic

addresses: anojeh@ece.ubc.ca and takahata@ece.ubc.ca.
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is locally bent by scanning a microscopic metallic tool; a

cylindrical piece of tungsten (diameter �300 lm) rotating at

a speed of 3000 rpm is moved along the X, Y, and Z direc-

tions to carry out the process. The movement in the Z direc-

tion was performed in the step mode with a step size of

1 lm, and the back-and-forth scanning speed in X and Y

directions was 1 mm/min. This technique was used to create

patterned structures in bare CNT forests by the local me-

chanical manipulation of the CNTs. Fig. 1(c) shows a scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) image of a sample pattern

of bent CNTs obtained after this process. The magnified

view in Fig. 1(c) shows a corner region where the CNTs are

bent, indicating that the orientation of the nanotubes has

been changed from vertical to horizontal. Fig. 1(d) further

shows that the bent nanotubes are aligned in the direction

parallel to the scan direction of the tool, which has an inter-

esting application as discussed later.

The most interesting and significant result of this experi-

ment is that the patterned area started to reflect light like a

mirror as shown in Fig. 2(a). This phenomenon was further

characterized by quantifying the reflectivity of the bent-CNT

surfaces. The result shown in Fig. 2(b) indicates that the typi-

cal reflectivity of the bent-CNT surfaces is approximately

10%–15% for the visible to the infra-red band of un-

polarized light. In order to confirm that the reflection is not

coming from the substrate (which is essentially a polished

silicon wafer), we partly dry etched the substrate while hold-

ing the CNT forest (with reflective patterns) by depositing a

thin film of Parylene-C, a transparent polymer, on top of the

forest.15 This CNT forest sample without the substrate also

exhibited the same reflective feature, verifying that the

reflection is from the patterned region of the CNT forest

and not from the substrate. An attempt was also made to

determine the reflectance of the bare forest; however, the

reflection was so low that it fell within the noise level of

the measuring instrument. Previous reported data suggest a

typical MWCNT forest reflects light only by 0.045%,4 while

this processing technique optically transforms the forest to

increase the reflectivity by over two orders of magnitude.

The probable reason behind the observed phenomenon

is as follows. The CNT forests grown in this study are essen-

tially comprised of metallic MWCNTs. When these metallic

nanotubes are bent and flattened controllably as described

earlier, the resultant surface texture becomes considerably

smoother, providing an average roughness (Ra) of 10–30 nm.

This level of surface roughness is considered optical surface

quality and, because of the conductive behavior of the nano-

tubes, the surface exhibits mirror-like reflection, with a

reflectivity of 10%–15%. Another interesting finding was

white light diffraction from the bent-CNT area. Figs. 2(c)

and 2(d) show blue and red light diffracted from narrow

regions of processed patterns observed with different inci-

dent angles of white light, respectively. Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)

compare SEM images between a processed surface that did

not show this diffraction effect and a surface that showed

the effect. A notable difference can be observed from this

comparison; the surface in Fig. 2(e) is completely flat,

whereas the one in Fig. 2(f) has periodic, grating-like pat-

terns of bundled nanotubes with �200-nm spacing, which

is the most likely cause of the observed diffraction phe-

nomenon (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)). The formation of these peri-

odic structures on the processed surfaces could be related

FIG. 2. (a) Optical image showing the reflected image

of the tool on the bent-CNT surface. (b) Measured

normal-incidence spectral reflectance of the surface

(averaged) for visible-near infra red light accompanied

by images of red, green, and blue light reflection from

the processed surface. Repeatability of measured reflec-

tance is estimated to be 2.5%–3%. (c) and (d) show

blue and red light diffraction resulting from incident

white light obtained with different incident angles

(�45� to 60�), respectively. (e) FE-SEM image of the

flat portion of the processed CNT surface that reflects

light like a mirror. (f) FE-SEM image of the portion of

the processed CNT surface that has developed a grating

pattern, which is likely the source of the diffraction

effect shown in (c) and (d).
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to a combination of the morphology of the tool’s bottom

surface and the machining condition (scanning speed, tool’s

rotation speed, etc.) used for the mechanical manipulation.

However, the patterning of these grating-like structures is

not fully controllable yet in terms of spacing and repeat-

ability of the periodic pattern.

We also investigated possible contamination by foreign

materials and the crystalline defects of the bent CNTs. Scan-

ning Auger microscopy (SAM) showed that the surface is

not contaminated with the tool material (tungsten) as a result

of this mechanical processing (Fig. 3(a)). SAM was carried

out using an Auger electron spectrometer (Microlab 350,

Thermo Electron Corp.) that was equipped with a field-

emission source and a hemispherical energy analyzer. In

SAM, the electron beam was rastered across a selected area

for average surface composition with the primary electron

beam set at 10 keV and 3.5 nA, and the analyzer was oper-

ated in the constant retardation ratio mode (CRR¼ 4.0). Fig.

3(b) shows a comparison of Raman spectra between an origi-

nal bare forest and a mechanically bent forest. It is clear

from this comparison that the Id/Ig ratio is similar for both

cases, suggesting that the developed micro mechanical pro-

cess does not cause crystalline defects in the CNTs. Sandler

et al.16 reported that a compressive stress on the MWCNTs

could cause a shift in the G band of the Raman spectra; this

may explain the shift (d indicated in Fig. 3(b)) observed in

our case because of the stress induced in the CNTs during

the mechanical bending process.

The mechanical process can be easily used to create arbi-

trary mirror patterns on CNT forest surfaces by scanning the tool

in the desired patterns, as demonstrated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)

that show optical images of created patterns as examples of co-

existing arrangement of optical super absorber and mirror reflec-

tor. Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) are SEM images of the mirror patterns

shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. This type of micro-

structure may be used to create arrays of a mirror-absorber com-

bination that provide high optical contrasts for light manipulation

and switching applications in the micro domain.

Many researchers have attempted to produce CNTs in

bulk with different orientations and alignments,17–20 rather

than only in the vertical direction. As discussed earlier (with

Fig. 1(d)), CNTs processed using our technique are bent and

arranged in a direction parallel to the motion of the tool.

This observation suggests that manipulating CNT forests in

this manner could be useful to define the alignment of the

CNTs in a forest in desired directions.

In this letter, we have reported that CNT forests are not

only a super dark material but also able to reflect light like a

mirror when the CNTs in the forests are mechanically bent

and flattened with proper control. We have also quantified

the reflection of the mirror surfaces and showed that the

reflectivity is approximately 10%–15%, more than two

orders of magnitude higher than that of the bare forest sur-

face as reported earlier.4 This remarkable mirror reflection at

the bent-CNT region is most probably due to the conductive

nature of the CNTs and the smooth surface texture in the

bent-CNT zone. Material characterization confirms that the

surfaces of the processed CNT zone are not contaminated

with the tool material and that the process does not introduce

crystalline defects to the CNTs. This property of CNT forests

could be useful in making matrices of light absorbers and

reflectors with high optical contrasts.
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